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The only sort of four-letter words I use are 'good, 'love', 'warm' and 'kind'.  
Catherine Cookson, interview in John Mortimer, in Character (1983). 
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Given that State, Territory and the Federal governments 
are maintaining the current restrictions on association 
and other measures to counter the Covid-19 pandemic, we 
shall not be accepting entries mailed to our adjudicators 
for the time being. As explained last month, for equity and 
protection reasons we shall again not be offering prizes. 
We hope that you are enjoying completing our puzzles for 
fun and that you are savouring the nostalgia of the bonus 
puzzles. We hope that you and your families stay safe. We 
shall return to normal operation as soon as restrictions are 
relaxed sufficiently by our governments.

Our prominent Puzzle Editor — Ian Williams — has selected 
another variety of excellent and challenging puzzles and a 
quiz for you this month. The slot 1 is a Half and Half by 
new compiler P-brane. A brief biography of P-brane is on 
page 9 and on the ACC website (click on “Compilers” in the 
menu at the bottom of the page).Favourites like Penobscot, 
Pentangle and St Jude are here for your ongoing delight 
plus a brilliant offering from Eclogue in Slot 5 titled Sweet 
Listening. The inventive Raoul has contributed another 
wonderful cryptic in the Slot 6 spot called Mainly Cryptic 
and Flowerman has contributed his excellent cryptic Slot 
7. Nigrum Cattus has presented us another one of his 
enjoyable Quizzes titled Neat (but untidy).

Michael Kennedy has provided the results of the Clue 
Writing Competition No 3/2020 together with his expert 
Comments on the clues submitted. The winning clue for 
this month came from the cryptic pen of Ron Carpenter. 
Well done Ron! Here is his excellent clue:

One may have many stamps in their passport and maybe 
a blot to regret (12) GLOBETROTTER.  

See p16.   —Patrick

ACT

Crozworld is a welcome arrival in our home at any time but, at the moment, 
I think many of us are particularly grateful for the relative normality it 
represents and for the distractions it brings! April was a well-solved month 
with some entertaining clueing.

Slot 1: Both LAZY and LAZE were accepted for the idle in 4dn. Ireland’s 
almost (EIR) in BUT for BEIRUT was a well-regarded Virgo clue. It took 
this solver a while to parse 16ac DISCO – eventually it dawned it was half 
of DISCOVERED (“found”), not DISCOTHEQUE. I expect more than one 
solver was looking for a Shakespearean character who was a thief for 2 dn. 
I found TENDENCY a bit borderline but it didn’t seem to trouble anyone 
else and passed unremarked.

Slot 2:  The good humoured A-BUN-DANCE at 21ac was a popular clue 
among members, as was the T(O)ASTIER snack afterwards in 28ac. The 
major recurring error was FLATLINE for PLOTLINE – a “dramatic develop-
ment” clued by “middle east activists” (PLO) + “wrong intel” (INTEL*). As ex-
plained elsewhere, JAXA’s literary works in 24dn were “SAs” spoken aloud.

Slot 3: Lots of fun clues in Zythum’s puzzle, the most popular of which was 
EYESHADOW for the “cosmetic watchdog”. 19dn did not reward guesses 
with UNDATED – the answer sought was UPDATED (“later version”) where 
N had been replaced with “first of Proxies” in UNDATED. MORATORIA is 
apparently one of those words which is easily misspelt! 

Slot 4: InGrid’s AJ looked daunting with all its 6 & 8 letter clues but 
proved more clement in the solving. IKON around LAX for KLAXON and 
<DEMOS after RAN were two of the more challenging clues. Personally, I 
liked BALLROOM DANCERS. 

Slot 5: This Crowsman puzzle was a fitting and timely testament to Aus-
tralia’s involvement in overseas theatres of war. It commemorated battles 
from the first and second World Wars, as well as the wars in Korea and 
Vietnam. It was a typically ingenious puzzle from Len which also had some 
clever clues in addition to the themed answers, including ETHYLENE and 
ELAPSES.

COTM: It wasn’t a baker’s dozen of votes but it was enough to get the gong 
– ABUNDANCE from Slot 2. Congratulations Jack! Stay connected however 
you can – by phone, email, Facetime, WhatsApp, Zoom or HouseParty – 
whatever works for you. And stay engaged with Crozworld and its puzzles 
and quizzes! Successful solving for May.      
     —Andrew Miles

 President  Patrick Street  PO Box 106, North Carlton Vic 3054  Ph (03) 9347 1216  president@crosswordclub.org

 Secretary  Jenny Wenham  PO Box 31, Comet Qld 4702  Ph (07) 4984 5193  secretary@crosswordclub.org

Puzzle Editor  Ian Williams  12 Lindrum Cres, Holt ACT 2615  Ph (02) 6254 6860  puzzle_editor@crosswordclub.org
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Half and 
Half
by

P-brane

|S|E|N|D|
|S|O|L|U|T|I|O|N|S|

|T|O|:

Across

 1 Controlled pests in legume capsule (7)

 5 Mug to organise dark tan (7)

 9 Clean a thicket (5)

 10 Wader is a beach musician (9)

 11 Start trading in and spreading dark rumours (14)

 13 Angry Toad breaks extreme sports gear (10)

 16 Held securely as in a short length (4)

 18 Panache in Ireland (4)

 19 Nordic stay arranged for the office lotto organiser, 
perhaps (10)

 21 Engineering designs particular steps to take but not 
initially completed (14)

 25 Look at radiant flower (9)

 26 Aggressively masculine characteristics of the 
slaughter: maternal heart is missing (5)

 27 To measure the concentration of a chemical 
solution, initially take it, then add the speed it 
changes (7)

 28 Surgeon's assistant in Cabinet perhaps (7)

Down

 1 Stake (4)

 2 Song (5)

 3 Wine (8)

 4 Divest the spirit of its incarnate form (9)

 5 Paired to mortise (5)

 6 Child (6)

 7 Claimant (9)

 8 Critical (10)

 12 Opinion (10)

 14 Diminution (9)

 15 Recomposed (9)

 17 Untidy writing (8)

 20 Mountain range (6)

 22 Fireplace (5)

 23 Observes (5)

 24 Scorch (4)

Although prizes will not be issued during the present emergency, solutions will be 
adjudicated and dots awarded as usual.
Slots 1-5: Betty Siegman, by email only please.
e-mail: betty_siegman@hotmail.com
Closing mail date: Friday 29 May 2020.
Slot 6: William Ryan, see page 8.
Closing mail date: Friday 12 June 2020.
For Online entry, submission and adjudication of all puzzles
via ACCOLADE click on www.crosswordclub.org/accolade/
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Across
 1 18-across could be 7 or 23 with a portion (11)
 9 Article about sprite for an additional name (7)
 10 Have a thing about recital (7)
 11 British company here in France (3)
 12 Little support about distressed tear for Manuka (3,4)
 13 Condition of anonymity for lack of military 

punishment? (2,5)
 14 Recede from the pebbles (3)
 15 I believe Latin belief (5)
 17 Kit out and pique out (5)
 18 Book place for unmarried ladies? (5)
 20 Two sets of four dined reportedly (5)
 22 US state out of sorts cf Cal. or Col. (3)
 24 Glassy stone sounds like college close (7)
 25 Ma leaps around crinoid (3,4)
 26 Negative sounding drama (3)
 27 Strong smell coming from tandoor? (7)

 28 Odds of five to one in this type of roulette (7)
 29 Annoy the ladies ? Yet they are in stitches (11)
Down
 1 Troubled mind conceiving 7 or 23 (6,9)
 2 Nice rum mix of figures (7)
 3 Wise chap for picking lottery numbers? (5)
 4 Not a mountain air but could be uplifting (9)
 5 Understanding directions about red wine (7)
 6 Former message of anathema (15)
 7 Robe 23 for a change (6)
 8 Prepares to drive when drink is available,   

we hear! (4,2)
 16 7 or 23 with slippery eel about the spirit of things (9)
 18 TV show supplied by Transit Company (6)
 19 Lot about the sails for a ship (7)
 21 Beam after end of last release payment (7)
 23 Keen for a change of 7 (6)
 25 Tamed "playful" little creature (5)

|P|A|G|E|  |4|

|M|A|Y|  
|2|0|2|0|

|S|L|O|T|  |2|

Cryptic
by 

Penobscot

GENERAL COMMENTS:
• Big thank you to all compilers etc for keeping the Club rolling along. Hope all members enjoyed a Happy and Healthy 
Easter.  Eileen O’Brien
• Thank you for this month's CrOZworld; particularly welcome in these very strange times.  Christina Lee
• Feels like normal but.... Thank you all so much for a wonderful constant in one very incredible year.   
  Robyn Wimbush
• Aren't we lucky to be never bored with Croz in the home. Thank you all.  Robyn Wimbush
• Thank goodness for the Crossword Club at this time. And a big thank you to our Committee; who are keeping it 
going ....  Nea Storey
• Happy to send entries “just for fun”. Those dots (the number of them) is the monthly challenge. Thanks to all concerned 
with CrOZworld for keeping everything going at this time. Hopefully we will soon be back to “normal!  Cheryl Wilcox
• Thank you to the CrOZworld team for keeping the show on the road.  Laurence Kennedy
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Cryptic
by

Pentangle

|M|A|Y|  
|2|0|2|0|

|S|L|O|T|  |3|

Across

 1 Penalty protecting city centre is fixed (6)

 4 Overtaking competitors after flying start but getting 
into a panic (8)

 10 The point of medical treatment? (7)

 11 When article is removed from smooth edge it 
becomes flatter (7)

 12 Take time off from test to make money (4)

 13 Drew attention to short part of speech   
about diets (10)

 15 Stupid person is piercing to another (6)

 16 Knock back excellent beer with big cigar (7)

 20 Small number of Germans occupying unfinished 
dwelling is reprehensible (7)

 21 Signal showing the way to spend time inside? (6)

 24 Sailor's choice to embrace resistance to full 
occupation of the mind (10)

 26 Tailless bird flies back to mountain (4)

 28 Judge with skills repelled attacker (7)

 29 Woman changes her seat (7)

 30 Daughter has fish catch (8)

 31 Head on board with sudden rushes (6)

Down

 1 Dined twice around the middle of term to join 
together (8)

 2 Square enclosing inside of hectare produces fruit (9)

 3 Word written up on the back of the book (4)

 5 Moderated and guided around German city (8)

 6 Reduced to exhaustion by poorly rated sport (10)

 7 River in Germany and America (5)

 8 Craving neutral protection for England's borders (6)

 9 Flow smoothly, for example, going up   
around cover (5)

 14 Operations to involve family members in shaping 
surroundings overlooking crowds (4,6)

 17 Change sides in severe increase (9)

 18 Spread pillow talk! (8)

 19 A horse thrusts into 6 and 29 for example (8)

 22 Cut around section and analysed (6)

 23 Express disapproval of the pointless little shop (5)

 25 Prison officer beginning to suspect gang (5)

 27 Male politician has drug (4)

ACC Renewals from Deb Cannavo of South Australia and Hilary Cromer from Tasmania. Welcome.
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 A RED UP examples of articles on weights (8)

 B Mean wager is correct measure (7)

 C Hidden message from the grave is nothing   
of weight (10)

 D Prod seers in distress with surgical instrument (9)

 E A French dish got cares and troubles (8)

 F Ignite Armenian weapon (7)

 G Swindle small journal for the referee (6)

 H More excited, like an auroch to a Hereford? (7)

 I Clumsy but popular unfinished poem to   
the worker (9)

 J Shakes lieutenants' Scottish sweetheart initially (5)

 K Castrate with skill but hesitation (7)

 L Districts' old glades (5)

 M Walls enclose old snails (7)

 N Lump of souvenir lamp gripped (4)

 O Stranger food, but not at first (5)

 P Stir-fry crispy eel correctly (9)

 Q Cry "Fraud"! (5)

 R Crude scree slips breakout anew (10)

 S Main spies of the queen are dirtier (7)

 T Halfway between the level is more modest (7)

 U Unrelated? Changed? Quite the opposite! (9)

 V Over and around the enclosed porch (7)

 W Mark your ship's abundance (11)

 X Player's coordinates cut: It's true, I say! (11)

 Y Mentioned colour of cinematic old dog (6)

 Z Piece of South African cask is emptied (4)

|P|A|G|E|  |6|

AJ
by 

St Jude

|M|A|Y|  
|2|0|2|0|

|S|L|O|T|  |4|

Solutions begin with the 
given letter. 

Place them in the grid 
jigsaw-wise, where they fit.

(Continued from page 11): The charade is probably the simplest of all cryptic types. It consists of two or more parts put together to equate with 
the whole solution. It is of the form A + B = C. Many devices can be used as the component parts; synonyms, initials, common abbreviations, 
reversals, heads, tails, etc., but if any sort of discipline is to be achieved in writing cryptic clues, a major rule to be observed in this kind of 
clue, as in all others, is that of balance.
It is inherent in the Afrit Injunction that if the parts of the clue are not in accord with the corresponding parts of the answer, the clue-writer 
has not said what he means.
Balance, then, means that every part of the solution must have its counterpart in the clue. Balance is decreed on the ground that the solver 
shouldn’t be expected to know or even entertain the possibility that part of what he is looking for is not there. Conversely, there should be 
no more in the clue than will equate with the solution, apart from indicators and connectives which may be needed for grammatical reasons, 
and these should be made as apposite as possible. No solver should be required to consider that it is necessary to throw stuff out of the clue 
because it is irrelevant and unrelated to the elements which actually represent the answer. Here are examples of Balance.
4.1 The money it returned California is speculative (11)
The, Ore (money), ti (it returned (written backward)), cal (California) is (connector) speculative (theoretical). Here only the word “is” has no 
counterpart in the answer, but it is an impeccable grammatical connective which shows the relationship of the parts to the required answer.
To be continued
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Sweet Listening 
by 

Eclogue

|M|A|Y|  
|2|0|2|0|

|S|L|O|T|  |5|

Across

 1 Those without constraint negate refs willy-nilly (4,6)

 6 Strife was once worse for Scotland (3) (4)

 10 Work around in rejoicing merriment (7)

 11 Unclued (7)

 12 Local chatter here in France with an illusionist (8) (6)

 13 Norse god accepted standard in general (2,1,4)

 15 Strong sounds suck with micro in meltdown (4,5)

 17 Unclued (5)

 18 Ecstasy in speed brings ease of mind (5)

 21 Dictators maybe lied about transactions with 
workers (9)

 24 Transport put to work in unusual surroundings (7)

 25 Seniority perhaps, heading off to    
superior time (3,3) (6)

 27 Former primitive prejudice cut down in prosperous 
areas (7)

 28 Communicating with stylish tango that hurt (2,5)

 29 Knight in country drain, coping (4)

 30 Yep, she sees funny wistful look (6-4)

Down

 1 Island nation reduced little time to turn  
independent (4)

 2 Detective probes shocking crime connected to trial (7)

 3 Not many analysed counter sense (7)

 4 Hoppers therefore regret jumping up (5)

 5 Astaire possibly, would wield cane in  
energetic part (3-6)

 7 Vegetative when a wife returns on board railroad (7)

 8 American setter maybe, detained by senior lawman 
having doubts (10)

 9 Asian from Cambodia state – one with Hong Kong 
uprising (6)

 14 Going without chauffeur? Pickpocket steals roubles 
not so much (10)

 16 Maybe Englishman for Scots regiment - he's taken in 
loo, throwing up (9)

 19 Obscure some gummy stickers (6) (7)

 20 Little sisters maybe, taking question in satires (6)

 22 Nods getting nothing for university giving scores (7)

 23 Cloud food with green colouring (9) (7)

 25 Unclued (5)

 26 Censer in this manner (4)

Seven clues lead to answers 
connected with their respective 
grid entires. The length of the 
clued solution is shown in italics 
where the length of the solution to 
be entered is different. Collectively, 
these entries form the (otherwise 
unclued) 11, 25 down by 17.
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Across
 1 Matter provided mountain (6)
 5 Quit or kept on (8)
 9 Taser effects hurt rigging (8)
 10 Declare positively, everyone: say ‘Echo’ (6)
 11 If 36Ds, we want them this way, not to go 
  this way? (4-6)
 12 Duck! Technicolour yawn after master 
  replaced priest (4)
 13 Bad poem, bad clue, this ain’t no Haiku (8)
 15 Big House Bird (6)
 16 This sense not so &lit (6)
 18 Say Elis, hears Ebitdas (8)
 20 Portico 8 might stroll under (4)

 21 (4,7)
23  Methuselah nerve? (6)
 24 Raoul and cricketer Grace share these! (8)
 25 If you have to check this, you can’t afford it… (5-3)
 26 Nothing on at get-together with this person (6) 

Down
 2 Firm after trade-off style (3,4)
 3 Odd, stern board fellow (5)
 4 Down-clue junket?? (7,4,4)

 5 

   (4-4-7)
 6  D
   N
    A
   T
   S

      (5-2, 8)
 7 Author or 1984’s Winston? (9)
 8 Doménikos Theotokópoulos, literally! (2,5)
 14  Fuzzy McGinty’s – a type of exertion (9)
 17 Odor (al fresco) (7)
 19 ACC Brians and Robs! (7)
 22 Eggs, disks, brains – All served this way (5) 

|P|A|G|E|  |8|

|M|A|Y|  
|2|0|2|0|

|S|L|O|T|  |6|

Mainly 
Cryptic 

by 
Raoul

Entries via ACCOLADE 
or WilliamGRyan@iCloud.com 
or SMS a photo of the puzzle to 0418 974 123.
Closing mail date: Friday 12 June 2020.

‘Champagne for my real friends, 
real pain for my sham friends 
The family motto is, ‘Iecur est 
malum est must existo punitor’ 

(The liver is evil; it must be 
punished) 

The following may contain 
references to the demon drink, 

breasts and Mah-jongg.
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Explanations for April slots 1-5
Note: cd = cryptic definition; dd = double 
definition;  rev or < = reversal; homophones are 
noted as "homoph" and words from which they 
are derived may be shown in quotes; anagrams 
as anag. if straightforward, or (NNNN)*. "Heads" 
or Tails" are first or last letters of part of a clue; 
letters forming solutions are normally written 
as capitals and removals as lower case;hw or 
hidden = hidden word. Explanations provided 
by individual compilers may vary from this 

format.

Slot 1 Virgo. Across: 1 cd, 5 anag, 9 hidden, 10 anag, 12 
C + LEVER, 13 cd, 15 H + OTTER, 16 DISCOvered, 19 ALL 
+ OW, 21 EIRe in BUT, 25 dd - WI cricketer, 26 (Y + RU) in 
SPY, 29 LE in CORSET, 30 hidden<, 31 (ANY)* + SAYER. 

Slot 2 JAXA. Across: 9 DR + ILL-EDucated, 10 (RE L BAN 
E)<, 11 ZEN + (HITS)*, 12 STR(AT)UM, 13 NEW + SPA + PER, 
15, 1 cd (10 cents (DIME) for 12), 16 GO(DS)ONS, 19 DAR 
+ K + EST(tails), 20 L after AURA, 21 pun A BUN DANCE, 
25 AG in HOMES, 26 DO + SAGES, 28 TASTIE(r) round O, 
29 rEQUest + ALLY. Down: 2 MINute + NOW, 3 Heads, 4 
A DD'S UP, 5 MEA(SURE)D, 6 FAIR + H + AIRED, 7 PLO + 
(INTEL)*, 8 PRIEST round gluMMext, 14 PROF + LIGATE, 
16 GRAP(HIT)E, 17 aboarD + ARK + ME + AT, 18 SEA M(a)
STER, 22 UN + DIES, 23 NILE round homoph "gee-gee", 24 
homoph "SAs", 27 NUTS<. 

Slot 3 Zythum. Across: 1 (strip search)*- RR, 6 homoph 
"peek", 9 DD, 10 in + viol + ate, 11 homoph "pro ceding", 
12 thigh - T, 14 cryptic def, 15 a sham + E + D, 17 C + 
(ran 1) + (b)al(l), 19 (n)uns + crew, 20 bad + E, 22 pond + 
skate + r, 25 (tamer + tent)*, 26 hidden, 27 DD, 28 side + 
board. Down: 1 put + up, 2 soap + opera, 3 (praise miro)*, 
4 (dior has)*, 5 SA + v + anna, 6 p + row, 7 hidden - y, 8 
eye + shadow, 13 (Kiss babe + H + H)*, 14 (action rub)*, 16 
(radio astronomy - synod)*, 18 oil< + ness, 19 undated with 
P replacing N, 21 (ad)dress, 23 rat + ed, 24 First letters.

Slot 4 InGrid. A ash+trays, B anag, C cob+web, D (oldie+p)*, 
E em+banked, F fl(ash)y, G Graf + fit + o, H sHrInK + 
(gin)*, I anag  , J ja(la)pe+no, K (i)kon round lax, L anag  , 
M (jet+from+f)*, N neo(t+ox+i)n, O oxy+gen, P poly+p+i, Q 
quad+(r for l) in loon, R ran + demos<, S (luckilY NO MIS) 
<, T anag  , U up+load, V vol+can+ic, W (workspace-rep)*, 
X x+an+thoma(s), Y Yawning+Exhaustedly+omen, Z (Tar)
zan+ie+r.

Slot 5 Crowsman. Only the non battle-themed answers 
are included. Across: 5 K + NO + WALL, 8 IS + SUE, 15 IN 
+ TACT, 19 (A + BIRD)< inside RENDS, 26 END + MICE, 
with E moved to the front, 27 (s)EVEREST. Down: 1 KnOcK 
+ UM, 2 PRO + CAINE, 3 O + RANGE, 6 ILL< in PONG, 9 
SPOR(t) + RAN, 10 LAPS in SEE<, 12 dd, 21 THEY* + LEN 
+ E, 25 S + COT. 

Corrigendum for May edition
Ann Millard and William Ryan had 30 
answers correct in the February Crowsman’s 
quiz.

ACC Facebook Group
In these interesting and isolated times members might find it 
interesting to interact on matters cruciverbal in a Facebook group 
under the name of the Club. The link is https://www.facebook.com/
groups/214488813145656/

It is a public group so anyone can join. As these groups are notoriously 
targets for spammers we have set up a question that must be answered. 
In answer to "What is your favourite word" just type any word. If 
members invite someone to join, that would be approved without 
answering the question. Experience in another group suggests that the 
annoying spam member requests can be minimised this way.

The group is open to everyone, not just club members. We may need 
to look for other club members who could help administer the group 
it if it takes off. We invite you to click on the link and join the fun.
—Jenny Wenham

P-brane (Roger Hearn)
I initially completed a degree in Physics/Maths at UWA in the 1970s. 
Career options not appealing, so switched direction and completed 
a Forestry degree at ANU. Subsequently, spent a lifetime working in 
land management with the WA Forests Department, Department of 
Conservation and Land Management and their successors across the 
South West of WA retiring as Regional Ecologist in 2014. Work included 
a lot of botany, zoology (macro and invertebrate, both terrestrial and 
aquatic), landscape and species ecology and fire management. Much 
of my latter career focussing on hydrogeology, hydrology and hydro-
ecology. At the time I retired, Bob Hagan (Snr) told me I had no excuse 
and signed me up as a member of the ACC. 

Pseudonym – P-brane ... a nice pun, but a term from string theory, 
quantum physics and mathematics. Cryptic crosswords can be 
described mathematically. A target word or phrase solutions could be 
considered to be a p-brane space (where p=1 dimension) and the clues 
generated by them, their Worldvolume, propagated by the solutions 
in ((p+1) = 2 dimensions), with the rules of writing the clues the Laws 
which govern the interaction between the solutions and the clues 
generated by them.

|P|A|G|E|  |9|

M E M B E R
N E W S

A C C
R
O Z

O Z
W

N O T E S
R
L
D

Vale Robert J. Crossman PhD (1950-2020)

Dr. Bob celebrated his seventieth, in March. We had planned 
to have dancing girls; his long hospitalisation precluded 
this. He passed away, today (19 April 2020), peacefully after 
complications with knee replacements.

He was in fine form, despite his confinement to barracks – We 
gambled, gamboled and caused grief with the nurses. Upgraded 
on all fights – Due to his Doctorate in Maths – Only had to 
be called upon for consultation the once, and gave the fellow 
passenger a probability estimate on a repeat heart attack.

Archibald Prize subject (unsuccessful), a cruciverbalist, 
mathematician, pedagogue par excellence, a bon vivant and 
trencherman, ‘brain the size of a planet’, a great friend.

He will be sorely missed.

Raoul
20 April, 2020
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April 1-2020: Half 'n Half by Virgo (Audrey Austin)
• MMMmmm not sure about my answer to 'Traditional air' 
Cryptic or not??? [Sorry, on the “straight” side of the ledger 
– hence “Danny Boy”. – Adj]  Judy Ferguson
• As 3d could be LAZE or LAZY; presumably we're allowed 
either. [Of course – sloppy editing – Adj]  Keith Williams
• Puzzle seemed to be virus free.  Roy Taylor
• Liked 21ac BEIRUT.  Tony Dobele
• Liked BEIRUT and CLEVER. Max Roddick
• Shakespearean thief had me thinking for a while as I was 
looking for a character.  Ulla Axelsen
• I thought DISCO and NAYSAYER were very neat clues.  
  Kathy Horadam
• Always clever.  Ron Jarman

April 2-2020: Cryptic by JAXA (Jack Alexander)
• Nice puzzle. Liked 15; 1 and use of "medicine man"; "wise-
guys"; & surface of 7.  Ian McKenzie
• Lots of great clues. Favourites were those for TOASTIE; 
EQUALLY and GRAPHITE.  Brian Tickle
• Great fun while stuck at home socially distancing! Thank 
goodness for the ACC!!  Judy Ferguson
• Gave UNDIES COM.  Roy Taylor
• Liked 5Dn. The clue word "about" is intrusive in 7Dn; 
whereas "for" is better. In 18Dn; "Baltic" is an example of a 
sea; which should be indicated somehow. Len Colgan
• Nice puzzle; liked A DIME A DOZEN; A BUN DANCE; DARK 
MEAT and ESSAYS.  Tony Dobele
• Liked ENABLERS and TOASTIE. And DOSAGES; which I 
got last.  Max Roddick
• Enjoyable puzzle; liked FAIR HAIRED and NIGGLE.  
  Joan Smith
• Some clever clues. I liked 'abundance'. Ulla Axelsen
• "declaimed from" – a new indicator. I query the 
grammar.  Lynn Jarman
• I thought 15;1 and 24dn were very clever; thanks JAXA.  
Kathy Horadam
•	 Loved #24 'SA'S' also #21 ABUNDANCE.   
  Beverley Cockburn
• 5dn – does SCORED mean MEASURED? [Chambers has 
“reckoning” and “account” in the entry for SCORE – Adj]. 24dn I 
do not understand the clue. [homophone for Ess Ays - Adj]   
  Doreen Jones

April 3-2020: Cryptic by Zythum (Roger Douglas)
• Liked EYESHADOW.  Ian McKenzie
• Many great clues of a wide variety. My favourites were 
POND-SKATER; HAIRDOS AND DRESS.  Brian Tickle
• Enjoyed this puzzle; good clues.  Roy Taylor
• This was all fun! Bravo Zythum!  Max Roddick
• Thank you for a lovely puzzle; favourite clues PIQUE and 
EYESHADOW.  Joan Smith
• Good fun; thanks.  Ulla Axelsen
• A good mix of indicators and answers that are not overly 
obscure.  Lynn Jarman
• Lots of clever clues. My favourite was EYESHADOW.   
  Robyn McKenzie
• PONDSKATER is very nice! BADE took me ages; sadly.   
  Kathy Horadam
•	Most enjoyable puzzle; thank you!  Beverley Cockburn

April 4-2020: AJ by InGrid (Jean Barbour)
• I was daunted initially by the large number of 6- and 
8-letter solutions in the grid but the two 15-letter answers 
gave me a good start and it all fell into place (I hope). Trickiest 
clues to parse were those for KLAXON; RANSOMED and MT 
JOFFRE.  Brian Tickle
• I didn't understand the wordplay in KLAXON. [IKON loses 
I = KON round/over LAX – Adj]  David Bennett
• No Covid by InGrid.  Roy Taylor
• Enjoyed teasing out InGrid's clues; and when I faltered; 

old faithful AxWord helped out.  Max Roddick
• Enjoyable AJ liked clues SIMONY; XANTHOMA and 
COBWEB.  Joan Smith
• There being only three different word lengths I thought it 
was going to be difficult to place the words in the grid; but 
it wasn't. Thanks.  Ulla Axelsen
• Thank goodness for CrOZworld: it is enabling me to survive 
Stage 3 isolation.  Ian Mason
• A couple of challenges; but generally an enjoyable 
crossword.  Nea Storey
• AJs are so much fun; thanks for this one InGrid! Not sure 
about the parsing of R though. [ran + demos< - Adj]   
  Kathy Horadam
• I loved ASHTRAYS and QUADROON. Beverley Cockburn

April 5-2020: Lest we forget by Crowsman (Len Colgan)
• Fascinating idea!  David Bennett
• An enjoyable journey to places some of which were new to 
me.  Roy Taylor
• An interesting history lesson. I had to refer to Google for 
some that I was not familiar with.  Warren Allen
• Excellent Len. I’ve just improved my knowledge of major 
battles significantly! Having spent some time in the Somme 
region last year; following in the footsteps of a grandfather; 
I was familiar with some; but many were new to me; and 
made interesting reading.  Julie Crowe
• Some wonderful clues as usual. I especially liked 
SPORRAN; and I learnt a bit about some great battles. Thank 
you; Len.  Ann Millard
• Typically clever and topical puzzle from Crowsman. 
Embarrassed to admit did not know a few of the battles. 
  Eileen O’Brien
• As you titled the puzzle Len. Lest we forget.   
  Richard Skinner
• A lovely reminder of what Anzac Day is about.   
  Robyn McKenzie
• Needed quite a bit of research! Well done 'Crowsman'!   
  Judy Ferguson
• Good idea for a puzzle. Quite a few battles I didn't know 
about; with PEARL RIDGE being hardest to get.
  Ian Thompson
• Researching the Battles and reading more information on 
them was an emotional experience. Thank you for this timely 
puzzle.  Maureen Blake
• As usual a great puzzle from Len; loved the Anzac theme. 
Favourite clues ISSUE; SPORRAN and SCOT. Joan Smith
• Knew about half the battles but lots of searching for the 
others. Thanks for a timely puzzle.  Ulla Axelsen
• A poignant puzzle!  Lynn Jarman
• This Anzac Day tribute involved quite a bit of research; as 
not all the battles included were familiar to me. Nea Storey
• A most timely reminder; an eminently appropriate inclusion 
in April's edition.  Ian Mason
• As the granddaughter of a WW1 Infantryman and the 
daughter of a WW2 Air Force Warrant Officer I was touched 
by this tribute; especially as our remembrance this year will 
be so different. Cheryl Wilcox
• A very fitting tribute to our ANZACs. Laurence Kennedy
• Great Anzac Day puzzle; Len. my favourite clues were for 
ELAPSES and ENDEMIC.  Beverley Cockburn

• Excellent. Topical. Thanks.  Doreen Jones

• Thankyou Crowsman for this timely reminder. Lest we 
forget indeed.  Kathy Horadam
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Extracts from A Ton of Cryptics by Noel Jessop

Reproduced by kind permission of Noel's daughter, Claire Batum, a long-standing member of the Australian Crossword Club.
Given that the COVID 19 emergency will continue for some time we will not need the Good Grids that were provided for solvers to submit their puzzles to the 
adjudicator. The work of one of the founders of the ACC on the cryptic crossword puzzle will be of interest to many of our members and may help a number of 
the less-experienced with their solving. A glance through the material will also provide a good reminder to the more experienced and to compilers of some of 
the principles that we should adhere to but sometimes forget. The book itself is out of print so we thought that members may appreciate the chance to revisit 
some of Noel’s wise words while we have the space to bring them to you.

1 Anatomy of the Cryptic
Cryptic clues fall into categories. Some commentators claim that there are only five or six basic types, but a wider classification may be of some help in 
describing not only the types of clues but also some of the stratagems used in constructing them. As many of these stratagems, although generally used 
for contriving only part of the clue, may be employed to constitute the entire clue, there seems to be no good reason for not including them as types. 
Eight clear types are:
 • More than one meaning 
 • Reversals
 • Charades
 • Containers and contents
 • Puns
 • Hiddens
 • Anagrams
 • Heads, tails and snippets

These will be considered one by one. But first a word or two on "correct" clueing. There exists no science of cryptic clue-writing, and although many books 
have been written by composers and commentators about the crossword, there are no universally accepted rules and no authoritative textbooks to consult. 
But over the years certain standards, canons and conventions have been advocated by noted composers and have won a wide, if not complete, acceptance.
One of the most hallowed of these commandments is the famous Afrit Injunction. This was set down by the renowned English composer of cryptics, 
Afrit (A.F. Ritchie), a headmaster and prebendary of Wells Cathedral, who created puzzles for The Listener. The Afrit Injunction has been ignored or 
gone unremarked in recent years. A study of cryptic puzzles created for the Australian market reveals an abysmal want of knowledge of it, or a complete 
disregard for it, perhaps in the interests of being clever.
Afrit said, "I need not mean what I say, but I must say what I mean". This is Afrit's excellent way of saying that the seeming sense of the clue is not what is 
meant, but that everything required to lead to the answer has been said, and said correctly. The sentiment could not have been better expressed. Comments 
on how observance of the Afrit Injunction can affect and control the writing of cryptic clues are made wherever appropriate in other sections of this book.

2 More than one meaning
These clues (also known as Double Definition) exploit the fact that many words in the English language have plural meanings, meanings of such diverse 
nature that they may be put together to give a false impression. It is a straightforward sort of clue, but a clue of this sort may be anything but straightforward! 
It also embraces the situation wherein two or more words or phrases, synonymous or otherwise consistent with the answer are combined to give the result 
that the apparent meaning of the whole clue does not in fact mean the same thing as the answer, although it leads the solver to that answer.

In the following example seven different meanings of the one word are combined to yield a thoroughly confusing effect.
•	 Snap Cinch card game biscuit break or catch sudden cold spell bite

Admittedly this is somewhat extreme and fails to make a lot of sense, but it does serve to show what can he done with words and multiple meanings in this 
crazy lingo of ours. Most clues of this type are far less complex than the example given, usually having only two elements, but they all exhibit the fact that 
two or more meanings of a word or phrase may be combined to give an apparent third meaning that is quite different from and unrelated to those used.

•	 Painter Rope artist
•	 Fibula Bone brooch
•	 Pit Set to fight in hell
•	 Spells Reads out letters in magic formulas

3 Reversals

Reversal clues are made possible by the fact that some words when set the wrong way make other words or parts of words. Signals pointing to the pres-
ence of a reversal clue include "Wrong way", "About", "Back", "Return", "Retrograde", or, when referring to down words. "Up", "Rising", "Going north", etc. 
However, some clue-writers do not distinguish between across and down words. They will say "Backed" as an indicator of reversal in a down word on 
the ground that the clue is written horizontally and must or can be figured out that way before it is written in the grid vertically. Each to his own taste!

•	 Rod Stick a dung-beetle up

•	 Deeps Speed up in abysses

•	 Rees Prophet rises for the birds

•	 Diva Eager return for a singer

4. Charade

The charade is probably the simplest of all cryptic types. It consists of two or more parts put together to equate with the whole solution. It is of the form 
A + B = C. Many devices can be used as the component parts; synonyms, initials, common abbreviations, reversals, heads, tails, etc., but if any sort of 
discipline is to be achieved in writing cryptic clues, a major rule to be observed in this kind of clue, as in all others, is that of balance.

[Continued on p6] 
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March 6-2020 Cryptic by Zinzan (Andrew Patterson)

Entries received 48, Correct 39, Success rate 81%.

Adjudicator’s Comments
Most people love a list and this is always a good one – 10 
common body parts of three letters. (GUT is not included). 
They seemed easy enough to use in a grid, and voila! 
There weren’t many significant errors, only PLUS provided 
multiple lost dots. Here’s another quiz for you – only four 
world capital cities have a unique initial letter. Which ones? 
(It’s a QUIZ, remember).

Explanations – Across: 8 To(ok)to, 9 (his,lobes)*, 10 
JAW(offies)*<>l--, 11 plumps - MP, 12 goa(two-t)l, 14 
punned -p <>EAR, 15 (case)*<>RIB, 16 w(a,GG)ish, 20 
(tuna)*<>valu-, 23 ACTU,a,l-----, 24 hidden [-et ch-----], 25 
(another)*<>EYE, 27 (swirled)*<>--n--, 28 (thus -H)<>LIP. 
Down: 1 sat around mo< <>TOE, 2 pukes -p, 3 flog<,club, 
4 OB,v,IOUs, 5 ---a,-l-e- <>LEG, 6 s(w----r)ight<>HIP, 7 
eel< <>GUM, 13 w(China)*e <>ARM, 17 (say,plants)* -p, 
18 (UK,phases)*, 19 rev hidden [---erans ne------- <], 21 
up,to(W)n, 22 -un,----h,-o -l-y, 26 AI(L)S. 

Solvers’ Comments
• 'armless fun. No 'ands or butts – I dig it! Ray Gooderick
• I found this very challenging until honEYEater and tuLIPs 
made sense. Very clever. Thank you!  Ann Millard
• 7Dn gave the game away early, but there were still ample 
tricky clues to solve.  Len Colgan
• Good fun! Is this a gridectomy or a cluevisceration?   
  Michael Kennedy
• That was interesting – the words that had to be ignored 
were part of the solution, not the wordplay. Tony Dobele
• Great puzzle. I was baffled at first, but then got the EYE 
in.  Ian Thompson
• A good challenge with missing 'body parts'. Ulla Axelsen
• Interesting new variation with lots of tricky to find little 
body bits.  Roy Taylor
• If you ever need advice on how to hide a dismembered 
body, ask Zinzan!  Kath Harper
• This was a real toughie. I liked the parts of the body – as 
that helped, to some extent.  Julie Leigh
• Some of the body-parts were cleverly buried! Nea Storey
• Tough one. Great theme though and picking it certainly 
helped in nutting it out.  Richard Skinner
• What a work out that was!  Julie Crowe
• Tough but clever clues. Loved TOOK TO and ACTUAL.   
  Bev Cockburn
• I found the instructions a little confusing, but the ARM in 
WAR MACHINE got me on the right track. I really enjoyed 
JAWS OF LIFE – when the penny finally dropped!   
  Jeremy Barnes
• I found this really difficult. Luckily, due to the dreaded 
virus, I had more time to spend on this. Although I have an 
answer to each clue and found the ten ignored body parts 
I still am unable to justify some of these answers.   
  Maureen Blake
• Great use of an effective extra body part!  
  Robyn McKenzie
• I'm late with my entries for 6 and 7 because I found them 
difficult to solve not because there are no prizes.   
  Marian Procter
• JAW, EAR, RIB, EYE, LIP, TOE, LEG, HIP, GUM, ARM. 
Nice work, Andrew.  Mike Potts
• Difficult but very clever! I completed the puzzle before I 
finally understood the word play!! Jill Freeland
________________________________________________________

Solution to March 2020 Slot 6

________________________________________________________

Crossword News by Derek Harrison
The Latin crossword in The Times appears every Saturday. O 
Tempora! is devised by classicist Paul McKenna, who also forms 
part of the Mephisto team. In the Quinqennium magazine, 
Paul explains how he compiles the Latin puzzle. http://www.
quinquennium.com/cacoethes-oblectandi-how-i-devise-a-
times-latin-crossword/***

With everyone in self-isolation there has been an increase in 
the number of people doing crosswords. The Magpie magazine 
has opened the firewall to allow solvers to access some of their 
top-class puzzles. You can access them here https://www.
piemag.com/category/public/sample-puzzles/***

Cracking The Cryptic has released two Puzzle Hunts: one 
for children, one for adults. If you're looking for something 
entertaining to do during self-isolation these are worth a look:

Junior Puzzle Hunt: https://www.patreon.com/posts/junior-
puzzle-35361588

Adul t  Puzz le  Hunt :  ht tps ://www. .patreon.com/
posts/35368855***

Telegraph puzzles editor, Chris Lancaster, has started a series 
of articles giving advice on solving cryptic crosswords. The 
articles are behind the Telegraph firewall but you may be able 
to get a month’s access for free.

h t tps ://www. te l eg raph .co .uk/ fami ly/ l i f e/so l ve -
crypt ic-crossword-t ips-beginners-puzz les-edi tor/
?fbclid=IwAR05evJ6lsbZJd7cNIagr409WLH5KPB8hS-
zmi2XKfm0V1ulu7oty72lMAg***

With the approach of Azed’s 2500th puzzle, DRC has published 
a puzzle which contains 8 of his favourite clues from Azed 
competitions. You can try it at this link - http://www.clueclinic.
com/index.php/2020/03/29/azed-a-2500-deza-vu/***

Crossbar is a solving aid which claims to solve clues. It is a free 
site with no adverts so worth trying. I would be grateful for any 
comments or reviews of CrossBar Cryptic Crossword Solver.
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Cryptic
by 

Flowerman

Solution to:

Ian Thompson

email entries will 
be accepted via:

irt_botanist@hotmail.
com 

and adjudicated

Closing mail date: 
12 June 2020

GOOD COPY – Name ..............................ROUGH COPY

|M|A|Y|  
|2|0|2|0|

|S|L|O|T|  |7|

Across
 1 Novice ultimately failing to crack sister's riddle (8)
 6 Celebrated after county's opener dismissed by Australian paceman (4)
 10 Toady's poorly written letter putting off soprano (5)
 12 In the dark with temperature falling fish are biting well initially (7)
 13 Cross about being shunned by current Derbyshire cast (9)
 14 Charlie flipped coin (3)
 17 Electronic device of multinational conglomerate breaching standard (5)
 18 Roast able to be cooked with ancient apparatus (9)
 21 Struggle with two-thirds of chant (4)
 23 Tangle maybe found in tropical garden (4)
 25 Cut vegetable after most of peel removed (4)
 26 Grave robber identifying returning guards (4)
 28 Soldier worried about the Queen's attendants (9)
 31 Man's record leaving department without answers (5)
 34 Stage extra missing second half (3)
 35 Country unknown in a university eleven batted well (9)
 36 Propagule of carob finally eaten by slug (7)
 37 Alarm sounded for dangerous substance (5)
 38 American home banning Troy's weapon (4)
 39 Lambert deserving scholarship (8)

Down
1 Indistinct sound by cuckoo was absorbing children (5)
2 Fluid in pantry's not an enzyme (7)
3 Crooked on Australian captain dropping England's no. 4 (4)
4 Some seemed unhappy about risqué statue? (4)
5 File on American actress a sign of disapproval (9)
7 Fruit fly set up with endless fruit (7)
8 Disintegration - dumping leader the first sign? (5)
9 Climb down tree to play in grass (7)

 11 Neighbour's forbidden cycling (4)
 15 Carol foolishly invested in stock energy converter (5,4)
 16 Norman's month to host good priests (4)
 19 Bastille Day spoiled when lady capriciously removed bloomers (7)
 20 Cheat fellow international golfer (7)
 22 Work would be OK without these scraps (4)
 24 Gnome in managerial shake-up sacking Americans (7)
 27 Go through American base on horseback (3,2)
 29 A number of Romans capturing live animals (4)
 30 Pole's wild horse throwing Greek character (5)
 32 (Very) young mammal's wanting the ultimate dairy product (4)
 33 Lake not right for Australian flower (4)
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Results of Quiz 3/2020.

Time to go to church! By St Jude (Drew Meek)

Entries received: 11; Correct: 8; Success rate: 73%.

25: Kath Harper, James Leaver, Julie Leigh, Andrew 
Miles, David Proctor, Marian Proctor, Roy Taylor and 
Keith Williams. 24: Julie Crowe. 22: Warren Allen. 20: 
Bev Cockburn.

Answers: 1 chack/tack, 2 chaffy/taffy, 3 chalked/
talked, 4 cham/tam, 5 chammy/tammy, 6 champ/
tamp, 7 changed /tanged, 8 chapped/tapped, 9 char/
tar, 10 charlatan/tarlatan, 11 chart/tart, 12 chaser/
taser, 13 chasse/tasse, 14 chaste/taste, 15 chat/tat, 
16 chaunt/taunt, 17 che/te, 18 chest/test, 19 chi/ti, 
20 chill/till, 21 chime/time, 22 chin/tin, 23 chit/tit, 
24 chout/tout, 25 churn/turn.

Compiler’s comments
A relatively small number of entries were received and 
all by email. Some of these were delivered straight to the 
junk folder which I was checking more regularly than 
usual. Hope I didn’t miss any. Apologies if any were sent 
by snail mail, perhaps the current crisis has delayed 
delivery to Switzerland. One solver asked how I came 
up with the quiz theme. I was working on a word pair 
with a t to ch substitution for a crossword clue and then 
started thinking about other word pairs. One suggested 
an example in the instructions but I thought the quiz 
would then be too obvious. Most submitters clicked to 
the instruction in the title.

Solvers’ Comments
• Thanks for an interesting quiz, which became quite 
straight-forward after matching the title to the first 
couple of answers.  Keith Williams  
• It was harder to work out the instructions for solving 

the quiz but once that became clear the answers were 
easy to find.  David Proctor
• What a brain workout that was! The first problem 
was working out the rubric which took quite a while – 
an example would have been helpful! When at last the 
penny dropped, I must have spent at least 24 hours over 
the next four day coming up with answers. Some were 
very obscure and made me happy when I solved them, 
others were a little easier, thank goodness! #8 had two 
or more alternatives (tapped, snapped, etc) but I chose 
the synonyms that Chambers favoured.  Bev Cockburn
• Your quiz was challenging, with lots of obscure words, 
but fortunately a very helpful title.  Kath Harper
• Was great fun; just wish I’d clued to the common 
pattern earlier!  James Leaver
• This was a killer quiz!  Many thanks for the 
entertainment, I think!  Julie Leigh
• Thanks for your interesting and challenging quiz! I 
attach my solution. I was only able to complete this 
because of the clues given in the title – without them, I 
think I would have really struggled to get it done!    
  Andrew Miles
• What a great quiz! Took me a while to figure out the 
logistics, but I thoroughly enjoyed it.  Julie Crowe
• I got most of these before I realised all start with T 
and CH!!  Roy Taylor
• It was very interesting attacking this holed up in self-
isolation and it helped while away the hours. I think I 
have sorted them all out but #17 had been stuck for 
quite some time and #1 doesn't appear to rhyme like 
the others. The USA spell-checker didn't like a lot of 
them. Warren Allen
• I must admit it took me ages to work out what to 
do and I nearly gave up, so I read and re-read your 
instructions and finally fathomed out what to do and 
it became quite easy with the words starting with CH 
and T. Don't know how you think these mind benders 
up.  Marian Proctor

Quiz No 5/2020

by Ray Gooderick

Quiz No 5/2020 Neat (but Untidy) by Nigrum Cattus (Ray Gooderick)

Solutions have something in common and are in alphabetical order. 

Send your entries to Kay Williams by email only please to: ianw@webone.com.au

Closing Date: 12 June 2020.

1 Not quite (3,3)
2 Malignant (7)
3 Flower (8)
4 Goon Show charac-

ter (10)
5 Flower (13)
6 Bird (6)
7 Range (6,7)
8 Guilty (8)
9 Exercise aid for 

bimbo? (4-4)
10 Drop (7)
11 Credulous (8)
12 Disturbance (10)
13 Unpredictable (12)
14 Ludicrous (9)
15 Capital (9)

16 Small division of a 
leaf (6)

17 Dismally (12)
18 Song (7)
19 Wormlike (9)
20 Plain (9)
21 Indirectly (9)
22 Openly (8)
23 Infection (7)
24 Entranced (10)
25 Land of Nod! (11)
26 Subconscious (10)
27 Something insub-

stantial (8)
28 Transport (10)
29 Choice article (8)
30 Fluent in speech (7)

|P|A|G|E|  |1|4|
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March 7-2020 “Howzat?” by Buzzer (Bhavan Kasivajjula)

Entries received 52, Correct 34, Success rate 65%.

Compiler’s comments
Thank you dear fellow club members for your kind 
compliments. It means a lot that so many of you had a go at 
this. I sincerely hope all those who attempted to solve it were 
more entertained than frustrated. With 20/20 hindsight, I 
can see some of these clues appear impenetrable. Especially 
for those with passing or no interest in the game. 

To those of you who got any answer wrong, I consider it a 
lesson to write clues more unambiguously. Most common 
misses were 23A UTMOST for UPMOST, 6D LBW for LAW 
and 23D BEFIT for UNFIT. I hope the explanations below 
will clear any lingering doubts as to what I had intended.

I wish everyone safe and sound days ahead. Keep 
crosswording. Cheers!

Explanations – Across: 1 (COLLAPSES AT)* + (edgbasto)N, 
8 CHAI(-r), 9 WILLOW outside P + E + R(un)S, 11 PT outside 
ROMP, 12 CY + NO + SURE, 14 homoph "gait", 16 DIS(-h) 
+ MISS, 18 LEA + (o-)THER, 19 K + (TON)<, 22 BEATEN* 
outside SE, 23 O inside STUMP*, 24 BYE WORTH* + O + 
F, 26 Hidden, 27 IN + T + (p)RODUCTION. Down: 2 (THIS 
GAME BIT)*, 3 0 + WI inside T(-heir) T(-ime), 4 (CLIPS)* + E, 
5 EX + PAN + IS< + ON, 6 LBW with A for B, 7 S + HARD, 
10 Hidden, 13 GOO(d) + (TEAM + SEMI)*, 15 cd (catch-) 
22, 17 L + EG + BY + (creas)E, 20 iS mErElY bOnUs, 21 I 
+ SLAM, 23 UNIT outside F, 25 (r)OUT.

Solvers’ Comments
• Brilliant puzzle – a tour de force to achieve plausible 
cricket surface in virtually every clue.  Ian McKenzie
• Quite a sticky wicket, doosras hard to read. I hope to 
score the 28 needed to win. A cricket tragic's dream. Well 
played sir!  Ray Gooderick
• Fabulous.  Andrew Patterson
• Most appealing!  Len Colgan
• Cricket is the winner here! A nicely compiled innings.   
  Michael Kennedy
• Very clever having every clue related to cricket – well 
done. Too many good 'uns to pick a favourite. Tony Dobele
• Excellent clues with great "playing" surfaces.   
  Ian Thompson
• Good to see the return of Buzzer. Great clueing to get in 
so many cricket references. Really liked clue for 'twenty-
two'.  Ulla Axelsen
• Lots of cricketing references in the clues, not so many 
inn the answers.  Nea Storey
• A very difficult puzzle. I appreciated the reference to Catch 
Twenty-two, but thought the clue a little deceptive, as not 
all 22 players are on the field at the same time. What a Test 
(although it took me more than five days finish play)!   
  Kath Harper
• Love cricket. Loved the puzzle.  Richard Skinner
• Played a straight bat on this sticky wicket and hope not 
to have been caught out.  Ron Carpenter
• Such an amazing collection of almost irrelevant cricket 
clues. Loved TWENTY-TWO!  Bev Cockburn
• Thanks Buzzer for a very challenging puzzle – for me, 
more like a test match than a one dayer! Jeremy Barnes
• Well Buzzer, I thought I was out for a duck, but started 
to connect. Hope I didn't nick any to slips.  Roy Taylor
• Gee, that was HARD!  Maureen Blake
• Pure genius! Nobody does these themed clue better than 
Buzzer.  Roger Douglas

• I don't follow cricket so I don't enjoy cricket based 
crosswords. That is probably why I spent weeks trying to 
get some obscure cricket term into 9A. It helped when I 
put the correct word into 4D. A very enjoyable challenge 
nonetheless.  Warren Allen
• Brilliant puzzle! I love how it includes all those cricket 
references.  Michael Veress
• This was such a clever puzzle to use all those cricket 
terms so well!  Robyn McKenzie
• Outstanding puzzle. Loved the theme. And so appropriate 
for this time of the year.  William Ryan
_____________________________________________________________

Solution to March 2020 Slot 7

_________________________________________________________

Hello to all our neighbours in Oaktree Road, Croydon, Vic. 
This Saturday will be an unusual Anzac Day, and we can 
commemorate it together in an unusual way. If you choose to 
participate, be at the end of your driveway by 5.45 am.

Dress as you might for a normal Dawn Service. Bring a port-
able radio tuned to ABC Melbourne, which will be broadcasting 
the Dawn Service, including the Ode, the Last Post, and the 
Minutes Silence at around 6.00 am.

You could also have a lighted candle or two, or even a firepit 
if you have one which is moveable, and these will add atmos-
phere.

Irene at no. 33 will have candles available at the end of her 
drive on Friday; please take one if you need.

Please join us if you can.

Mike and Sue Potts at no. 35. (pottsy47@iinet.net.au, 
0417381357) 

LEST WE FORGET

|P|A|G|E|  |1|5|
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Results of the Clue Writing Competition No 2/2020.
Write a clue for GLOBETROTTER (12). 
Adjudicated by Michael Kennedy

Definition from Chambers (12th edition). n. A person who travels 
around the world, esp as a tourist related. 

I probably couldn’t have picked a more inauspicious word 
than globetrotter, given the current global travel bans. In my 
defense, I did choose this word prior to the pandemic peak, 
so it’s purely coincidental. In any event, I don’t recall such a 
bountiful harvest of wonderful clues. While I welcome this, it 
did make separating the highest scoring clues apart a difficult 
one. In the end the winning clue for this month comes from 
the cryptic pen of Ron Carpenter. Well done Ron!

One may have many stamps in their passport and maybe 
a blot to regret (12)

The entries are listed in alphabetical order and the definitions, 
where appropriate, are italicised.

A light harnessed racing horse for a candidate SARS car-
rier? ****  We start this month’s offerings with a seamless 
charade that joins globe (light) with trotter (harnessed racing 
horse). Cleverly, the compiler has created a topical clue (even if 
the topic is not necessarily a joyous one) by defining a traveller 
as a potential virus carrier. 

A world traveller using a light foot***  Here we have a sim-
ple charade that joins globe with trotter. I’m guessing that 
the premise here is a traveller with a low carbon footprint, 
but perhaps I’m overreaching with my interpretation of the 
surface sense.

Brett got role, playing the tourist ***½  A simple anagram, 
but with a perfect anagram indicator (playing) to seamlessly 
link the definition with the fodder.

Drug runner follows blog updated by overseas tourist **** 
This cleverly devised clue places E (drug) with trotter (runner) 
after an anagram of blog. I like the addition of overseas to the 
definition, as it reflects the fact that this is traveller is a global 
one. The clue’s surface sense in its entirety is also perfectly 
plausible. An excellent clue.

General's	court	opponent	is	a	constant	flight	risk?	***½  
I certainly wasn’t anticipating a double definition. To solve 
this one needs to know a little about the Harlem Globetrot-
ters, who are known for their exhibition games against the 
underdog team – The Washington Generals. So knowing this, 
one can imagine a General facing a Globetrotter. The second 
disguised definition is one of the best I’ve seen and defines a 
globetrotter perfectly.

Infuse blotter with ergot derivative and you go tripping 
around the world ***  This clue uses two separate anagrams 
as indicated by infuse and derivative. While I can’t vouch for 
the chemical synthesis of a blotter with ergot, the clue does 
well to connect the idea of drug use with ‘tripping’.

Light footed traveller? ***  This attempt at a cryptically 
defined clue almost works. Someone who is light-footed is 
nimble and active, fine attributes for a globetrotter. The light 
comes from globe, while footed refers, loosely it has to be said, 
to trotter. 

Mischievously go belt depraved person, someone from 
Harlem perhaps? ***  This clue uses an anagram of go belt 
added to rotter. The definition is a reference to a Harlem Globe-
trotter. The clue is a dark one, but the surface sense has been 
maintained quite well. 

One may have many stamps in their passport and maybe 

a blot to regret ****  What a gem of a clue. If I had been pre-
sented with anagram fodder ‘a blot to regret’, I’d probably move 
on quite quickly to something else. However, the compiler has 
worked it beautifully into the idea of passport stamps, some-
thing a globetrotter would have plenty of. 

One who travels widely over orb got letter ***  The parsing 
here is an anagram of orb got letter. I love the use of ‘orb’, but 
less so with the rather abrupt ‘got’. It is reminiscent of someone 
who used to go on the Grand Tour, arriving at their hotel to 
pick up a letter or telegram. 

Perhaps Passepartout’s log set out wager with an objec-
tionable fellow ****  This top-class clue is a fine reminder to 
look for examples of the definition, if you’re struggling with 
limited direct definitions. In this instance, Passepartout will be 
recognisable to many of you as Fogg’s valet from Jules Vernes’ 
Around the World in Eighty Days. Cleverly, the parsing of the 
clue (anagram of log with bet and rotter) is closely related to 
the plot of the story, although while Fogg kept a journal, I can’t 
recall if Passepartout did…but perhaps!  

Shine, nearly, and live with runner and one who likes to 
travel ***  The wordplay here is generated by GLO (nearly 
shine) with be and trotter. It does work but it’s not clear to me 
how shine relates to the surface sense. Glow has other choice 
synonyms that could possibly have been used instead. 

Tourist in Greece let bot spread around stores, disregarding 
the onset of serious sickness **½  This somewhat topical 
clue is a complex mixed anagram with a couple of subtrac-
tions. The fodder is gr,let,bot,stores, minus the two S’s. There 
are a couple of areas that need a little tweak. The first is the 
clue literally asks the solver to spread the letters of gr,let,bot 
around STORES, but doesn’t specifically include stores in 
the anagram fodder. The second issue is that onset of seri-
ous certainly indicates the letter S, but for the second letter 
S from sickness, the indicator needs to read as onsets, which 
obviously would not suit the surface sense.  

Travel with retired, returning, well-known sportsman **    

This charade-like clue just joins globe-trot with ter (retiring 
return). While the definition is fine, the main problem here is 
using a synonym too closely related to the actual definition 
(i.e. globe-trot & globetrotter). I can’t find ‘ret’ for return in 
Chambers, but I’m sure it exists in another reference.

Traveller grazed top part of ear and foot ***  We finish with 
a charade that links the letter G with lobe and trotter. The 
compiler has done well to spot the body parts and linking 
that to a potentially clumsy traveller. My only quibble is the 
letter G, as grazed top doesn’t grammatically refer to the top 
of grazed, although I know this initial letter indication method 
is widely used. 

Scoring System

Poor Proper Perfect
Definition 0 1 2
Secondaries 0 1 2
Fairness 0 1 2
Surface 0 1 2
x-factor 0 1 2

Clue Writing Competition No 3/2020

For the next competition, please write a clue for the word 
blueprint (9) complete with explanation. 

Note: only one clue per person. Send your clue and explanation 
to the adjudicator Michael Kennedy, 27 Hennessy Lane, Figtree 
NSW 2525 
or by email to: manveru@bigpond.com 
Closing mail date: Friday 12 June 2020. 


